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Local switching in epitaxial YH x switchable mirrors
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All the essential switchable mirror properties of YHx exhibit a strong hysteresis that is related to the
structuralb-dihydride tog-trihydride phase transition. This structural transition in YHx has so far been difficult
to investigate since polycrystalline YHx films are optically homogeneous on the length scale of visible light
wavelengths. However, inepitaxial YHx films the relation betweenlocal structural changes andlocal optical
transmission can be investigated usingin situ atomic force microscopy and optical microscopy, in hysteretic
yttriumhydride mirrors exhibiting the earlier reported, domainwise pixel switching. We find widely varying
local switching kinetics during the whole hydrogenation process. As a result, an epitaxial mirror forms essen-
tially an ensemble of individual microcolumns, each of which can be in three regimes:~i! a single-phase
regime of theb dihydride phase, where the optical transmission lowers with increasing hydrogen concentra-
tion, ~ii ! a layered two phase configuration in which the optical transmission rises with the fraction of high-
concentrationg phase, and~iii ! a single-g-phase regime in which the transmission still increases significantly.
The effect of a wide distribution of local properties on the global mirror properties are discussed within a
simple model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.075417 PACS number~s!: 78.66.2w, 73.61.2r, 68.60.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Switchable mirrors made of thin rare-earth~RE! metal
hydride films change reversibly between a conductive refl
tive RH3 and insulating transparentRH3 state, during ab-
sorption or desorption of hydrogen. After the discovery
these switchable mirrors1 in 1996, research was focused o
their optical2,3 and electronic4–7 properties, which change
over many orders of magnitude as the hydrogen concen
tion x5@H#/@Re# is varied between 2 and 3. Later, it wa
realized that thestructural properties of mirrors exhibit
equally spectacular reversible effects. The best exampl
‘‘pixel switching,’’ a large-scale discretization of both optic
and structural switching occurring inepitaxial switchable
YHx mirrors.8 During the first hydrogen exposure, the mirr
surface self-organizes in a pattern of micrometer-sized
mains, defined by a permanent triangular ridge network9–11

as in Fig. 1~a!. During the reversible loading~or unloading!
between YH2 and YH3, each of the enclosed domains loa
~unloads! homogeneously at an individual rate, thus imp
ing a blocked lateral hydrogen transport3 between adjacen
domains. As a result of the relatively large size, switch
can be observed optically in each triangular domain. Si
larly, the structural transitions proceed via a dynamic pi
pattern of expanding~during H absorption! and contracting
~during H desorption! domains. This effect is not observe
optically in polycrystalline mirrors, probably because the d
mains are smaller than the wavelength of light.2,12–14 Still,
the global resistivity and optical transmission of a switchi
epitaxial film as shown in Fig. 1~b!, are similar to those of a
polycrystalline film. Thus the visibility makes the pixe
switching phenomenon attractive as a natural model sys
for a question of great fundamental4,6,7,14 and
technological15,16 relevance: namely, whether or not the o
tical transition takes place in a single hydride phase. Thi
in particular of great importance for the interpretation of t
0163-1829/2002/65~7!/075417~8!/$20.00 65 0754
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continuous metal-insulator transition in YHx .17 To answer
this question, the relation between structural and opt
switching should be investigated and understood on a mi
structural level.

In this work, we present a quantitative study of thelocal
relation between the optical transition~the ‘‘switching’’! and
the structural phase transition as it occurs in epitaxial Yx
films. We show that a switching epitaxial mirror consists
an ensemble of domains with widely varying kinetics. Mor
over, that each domain crosses three regimes during loa
from YH2 to YH3: ~i! a single-phase regime close to st
ichometric YH2, with the optical transmission lowering with
increasing hydrogen concentration,~ii ! a two-phase coexist
ence regime in which the transmission rises with the fract
of high-concentrationg phase present locally, and~iii ! a
single-phase~g! regime in which still a significant optica
change takes place. This implies that the metal-insula
transition occurs partly in a singleg phase whose optica
properties are strongly H-concentration dependent.

II. EXPERIMENT

For a local measurement of the phase fraction, techniq
such asin situ x-ray diffraction13 are not suitable, as the
only measure the average amount of each phase presen
stead, we exploit the uniaxial expansion that occurs dur
the fccb (YH1.9– 2.1) to hexagonalg (YH3-d) reversible tran-
sition. For bulk YHx , this expansion corresponds to 9.3%18

For simplicity, we use this value for our thin films, thu
ignoring the effect of in-plane stresses on the out-of-pla
expansion. In the case of an epitaxial film, this expansion
out of plane along the fcc@111# direction in the dihydride
phase or, equivalently, the hexagonal@0001# direction in the
trihydride phase. The corresponding height changes are
portional to the phase fraction underneath the atomic fo
microscopy ~AFM! probe tip. They result in the pixe
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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switching8 mentioned above, which can be perfectly mo
tored byin situ AFM.

To relate the phase fraction to other properties, we
tended a standard atomic force microscope~Nanoscope III
Multimode AFM! with a setup to measure simultaneous
local topography, average optical transmission, and fo
point electrical resistivity during controlled hydrogen loa
ing ~Fig. 2!. For hydrogenation at room temperature, a st
dard ‘‘fluid cell’’ is used as gas cell through which a mixe
air-hydrogen flow is led. Films are unloaded by flowing
air only. The optical transmission is measured using
built-in 600-nm laser of the AFM and a photodiode on t
back of the sample. Although in the optical lever setup of
AFM the laser light is mainly reflected by the AFM cantile
ver, part of the light of the focused laser beam also illum
nates the sample surface around the tip. As a result, a sm
irradiated area is coupled to the scan movement. Thi
clearly seen in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!: A topography scan of a
scratch made on an Y film produces an analogous imag

FIG. 1. ~a! Blockwise switching. Optical transmission image
a 500-nm-thick epitaxial YHx switchable mirror, capped by 3 nm o
Pd. The film is in the process of unloading from the trihydride sta
Visible is a triangular network of dark ridges along the 011 dire
tions of the film, bounding domains. The domains are individua
homogeneous, but have strongly varying optical transmissions
tive to each other, implying that lateral hydrogen transport
blocked. A correlated, high-low pattern can be seen in the A
topography of the surface~see also Fig. 3!. ~b! Global changes in
resistivity ~thick line! and optical transmission~thin line! of a simi-
lar, epitaxial, 300-nm-thick film loading from the dihydride to th
trihydride state. Features are observed well known for both epita
and polycrystalline switchable mirrors.
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the local transmission, with a lateral resolution of appro
mately 20mm. With respect to the discreteoptical pattern
~see Fig. 1! such a transmission measurement represent
average of the transmission over a large~;100! number of
domains. However, as the illuminated area is of the sa
size as a typical AFM scan, the transmission obtained in
way is directly related to changes in the local topograp
observed simultaneously with the AFM.
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FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic cross section of thein situ AFM setup.
The resistivity of sample~1! is measured in a four-point arrange
ment~black dots!. The average optical transmission is measured
a photodiode~2! collecting in coupled laser light~3! of the optical
lever setup. Controlled~de!hydrogenation of the sample is accom
plished by flowing a tunable H2 /gas mixture~4! through a cell
sealed with an O ring~5!. ~b! Transmission image of a scratc
through the film. By comparing with the sharp-edged topograp
image in~c!, we derive an optical resolution of;20 mm, indicating
the semilocal character of the transmission measurement.
7-2
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LOCAL SWITCHING IN EPITAXIAL YH x SWITCHABLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 075417
The overall resistivity is measured in a four-poi
configuration19 with contact pads fixed with silver paste o
the outer rim of the sample. Additional measurements
carried out in an optical microscope in which four-point r
sistivity is also measured during hydrogenation to corre
AFM and optical microscope measurements.

Epitaxial yttrium films are prepared by ultrahigh-vacuu
deposition (1029 mbar) at substrate temperatures of 40
700 °C on~111! CaF2. A thin Pd layer is put on top, as thi
is necessary to dissociate H2 to atomic H during hydrogena
tion and to protect the Y film from oxidation. Prior to this P
deposition, dry oxidation of the Y surface at 1025 mbar for
25 min prevents Pd from diffusing into yttrium.12,20 As de-
scribed above, loading or unloading of such a film proce
as blockwise pixel switching.8 In Fig. 3~a!, this is shown for
a 500-nm YHx /CaF2 film capped by 3 nm of Pd, which is a
some stage during unloading. As reported earlier,8 a correla-
tion between the optical and structural pattern exists, indi
ing the close interplay of the structural and optical switchin
Here we establish the relation between local transmiss
and local phase fraction. To determine the phase fraction
measure the local relative height of the surface. In doing
we exclude the ridges, as they clearly divert in both top
raphy as well as optical properties and do not represent
deformed material. For this particular film, the unloadi
rate was so slow that the time interval between the opt
measurement and the AFM measurement could be igno
this was checked by monitoring the optical transmission b
before and after the AFM measurements.

Structurally speaking, the crystallographic orientation
the domains is still closely related to that of the as-depos
Y, contrary to the ridges.21 Therefore, we only compare
points on the domain surfaces, both in the optical and in
topographical micrographs. An example is shown in the in
in Fig. 3~c!, where the optical profile of the bottom of
domain @indicated by the white line in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#
closely follows the topography. Repeating this for a lar
number of points, we obtain a scatter plot of transmiss
versus relative height as shown in Fig. 3~c!. The black dots
correspond to the profile in Fig. 3~b!. The maximum trans-
mission of the mirror, measured previously after 2 days
loading at 1 bar of H2 , is indicated by the large open squar

The plot bears some intriguing implications. First, w
note that the range of heights, expressed in % of the
thickness, again nicely covers the 10% expansion differe
between the fullb and full g phase. This indicates that th
left most points represent points on the surface which
fully b phase and the right most points correspond to fu
hexagonalg phase. Second, we note that the close ma
between height and transmission shown in the inset of
3~c! is only valid for intermediate height values, i.e., f
those points on the surface where both phases are pre
underneath the AFM tip. For theg phase, near 10% expan
sion in Fig. 3~c!, we find a wide range of transmission valu
~indicated by the vertical bar!. We conclude therefore tha
;50% of the optical switching takes place at an essenti
constant height, i.e., in a single phase.

We stress that this plot was obtained essentially fromone
snapshot during unloading, represented by the AFM scan
07541
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its corresponding optical image: i.e., the plot depicts a mir
being in one average hydrogenation state. This averag
transmission value is indicated by the horizontal line in t
plot. From this average measurement alone, one would c
clude that the film entered theb-g coexistence region. For a
regular two-phase system this would mean that only o
transmission value for theg phase is present. On the con
trary, we still observe nearly the full range of possib
heights and transmissions. We conclude from these lo
measurements that an epitaxial mirror is by no means a s
dard, coexisting phase system, but that there is a wide sp
in local switching rates.

Such a result could never have been obtained by com
ing average values, e.g., via x-ray diffraction andex situ
transmission measurements. Moreover, the presence of a
tribution of local transmission within the singleg phase im-
plies that caution should be taken in the interpretation
global measurements.

During ~re!hydrogenation of the mirror, each individua
domain is exposed to a relative over-pressure of hydro
and loads up to the trihydride state. The question is then h
the distribution of hydrogenation states evolves with time.
answer this question we monitor the behavior of all pixels
a function of hydrogenation. For this, we perform in si
hydrogenation both in the optical microscope and in
AFM, while measuring at the same time average transm
sion and resistivity as reference parameters.

Figure 4 shows a typical example of a loading-unload
cycle of a 350-nm-thick YHx /CaF2 mirror, capped with 10
nm of Pd. In Fig. 4~a! the optical transmission changes as
function of resistivity, measured in the AFM, are show
while the sample is gradually loaded from YH2 to YH3 ~up-
per curve!. We observe a global minimum in optical tran
mission during loading, which is absent during unloadin
The same hysteresis was reported in literature13 for polycrys-
talline films, where the minimum was found to correspond
a concentration of H/Y52.1. The small oscillations in the
transmission are caused by the scanning movement of
illuminated area. The relatively small amplitude justifies t
use of thissemilocaltransmission as being representative
the averagetransmission of the sample. We stress that
true local, i.e.,imaging, optical measurements are all pe
formed independently in the optical microscope. In the AF
scans shown, the roman numbers correspond to the topo
phy images in Fig. 4~b!. We clearly observe changes in th
image series, the domains rising one by one with respec
the ridges~which are inactive in this hydrogenation stage!.22

We attribute the domain-by-domain surface rising in t
series of AFM images in Fig. 4~b! to theb-g transition in the
vicinity of the AFM tip. This conclusion is drawn from an
image-by-image tracking oflocal changes, to avoid AFM
drift and overall sample bending disturbances. As the
mains tend to switch at widely varying rates, most of t
surface serves as a reference. This is shown in Fig. 5, w
an initial, an intermediate, and an end profile are super
posed. From a larger number~;20! of profiles of consecu-
tive AFM images during hydrogenation, we find a cumu
tive height change of 2765 nm, which is 862% of the total
7-3
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FIG. 3. Correlation between structural and optical switching.~a!
Optical transmission and~b! AFM topography image of a 500-nm
thick epitaxial YHx /CaF2 film capped 3 nm of Pd, at a hydroge
concentrationx;2.5 during very slow unloading. A correlation be
tween topography and transmission is clearly visible, for triangu
and trapezoidal domains in various transmission and expan
states~surrounded by a network of ridges!. ~c! Optical transmission
versus local height change. The small open and solid squares
resent local points on the film surface~excluding the ridges!, all
taken in the same hydrogenation state of the YHx film. The phase
transition can be recognized from the;50 nm height range at low
transmissions, indicating the 10% lattice expansion during
phase transition. A continuous profile taken at the bottom of
domain reflects a close match between transparency and rel
expansion in the coexistence regime~white profiles in inset, black
solid squares in plot! In contrast, a large transmission range is v
ible for the maximum 10% expansion, indicating that the local h
drogen concentration in the hexagonal phase is strongly non
form. The maximum optical transmission of the mirror at 1 bar
H2 pressure is indicated by the large open square. The horizo
line gives the average value of transmission for the imaged surf
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FIG. 4. ~a! Optical transmission vs. resistivity~notched line!
acquired during continuous hydrogen loading in the AFM of
epitaxial 350-nm-thick, Pd-capped YHx /CaF2 mirror. Notches in
the curve occur whenever an AFM image is scanned. A sim
curve ~solid line! is shown for a subsequent loading cycle, whi
was performed in an optical microscope. Roman numbers co
spond to AFM images in~b!. The series of AFM images exhibits
selected area gradually switching from fcc-b to hexagonalg-YHx

phase, visible as a relative expansion of the various domains.
mains are bound by ridges that block lateral hydrogen trans
between domains and mechanically decouple them, resulting in
dependent behavior of neighboring domains.

FIG. 5. Evolution of the surface profile of an epitaxial 350-nm
thick, Pd-capped YHx /CaF2 mirror during hydrogenation. The sur
face changes only locally, allowing for an absolute measuremen
local changes between the dihydride surface~lower profile! and the
trihydride surface~upper line!. An intermediate profile~triangles!
shows both rising as inactive segments. The total height incre
corresponds to 862 % of the total film thickness and reflects th
fcc-b to hexagonalg-YHx structural transition, which involves a
9.3%c-axis expansion.
7-4
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film thickness~350 nm!. This value nicely corresponds to th
expected 9.3% observed for theb-g expansion8,16 in bulk
samples. This may be considered as ana posteriori confir-
mation of the relative reference method. Since
H-concentration dependence of the lattice expansion wi
the individual phases involved~b andg! is small compared
to the change resulting from theb→g transition,17 any mea-
sured relative height change reflects a local change ofb-g
fractions.

A striking observation is that the transmission isincreas-
ing during the domain-by-domainb-g transition, contrary to
earlier reportedex situ measurements on polycrystallin
films where the transmission minimum marked the end of
phase transition.13 We note, however, that this earlier concl
sion relied sensitively on the reproducibility ofabsoluteval-
ues of resistivity, whereas the present setup has the g
advantage that the structuraland transmission changes ar
compared directly in the AFM. Moreover, recentin situ x-ray
experiments on polycrystalline films are in agreement w
the present results on epitaxial films.23

As mentioned before, we aim at linking the above stru
tural dynamics to the simultaneously occurring optic
changes. Theex situ method used in Fig. 3~c! is not well
suited for this. We follow instead a statistical approach, m
ing use of the reproducibility of the pixel switching, i.e., th
during switching cycles of the mirror, the sequence in wh
domains switch remains the same.

After a full hydrogenation cycle~for example, the ninth!
is completed in the AFM, the next cycle is performed in
Olympus BX60F5 optical microscope. Transmission ver
resistivity ~T vs r! plot of both loading cycles are shown i
Fig. 4 ~with use of the same contact pads!. The fact that the
T vs r plots from both microscopes have very similar fe
tures justifies the use of these plots as a reference.

To correlate the structural and optical dynamics, we c
vert the image series into height and transmission hi
grams, respectively. As an example, in Fig. 6~a! two height
histograms are shown: one from the surface of a fu
b-phase film~left peak! and one~right! taken from the same
area, but at the end of the coexistence regime@cf. Fig. 4~b!-
IV #. The simplicity of the surface structure~ridges and do-
mains! allows us to associate the narrow peak with the
mains and the tail~typically 20%–30%! with the ridges. The
ridges do not switch structurally until all the domains ha
done so.20 Their contribution leads to a shoulder in both h
tograms, which stays relatively immobile: for the rig
curve, this tail extends partly on theleft side of the peak.

Figures 6~b! and 6~c! indicate the changes that occur
the topographical and transmission histograms during hy
gen loading. For each data point in the lower panels, a h
zontal bar depicts the position of the peak value of the c
responding histogram@cf. Fig. 6~a!#, while a vertical bar
depicts the position of the full width at half maximum
~FWHM!. Both height and transmission histograms shift
higher transmission and height values during loading. T
coexistence region lead to a relative increase in the distr
tion widths for both plots; see Figs. 6~b1! and 6~c1!.

A number of interesting implications arise from a com
parison of transmission and topography plots.~i! The onset
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of the structural coexistence region coincides with the m
mal optical transmission~dashed line I!. This indicates that
the darkening of the film occurs in a single phase regim
contrary to the findings of Kooijet al.13 ~ii ! The maximum
spread in film transmission occurs near the end of the st
tural coexistence region~dashed line II!. This agrees with the
large spread in the optical transmission of the hexago
phase found in the partiallyunloadedfilm ~Fig. 3!. Here we
find also such a large spread for theloading process.

FIG. 6. Comparison of local and average measurements du
loading. ~a! Height histograms acquired from AFM topograph
scans. The contribution of domains~ridges! leads to the peaks~tails!
both for the initial dihydride film ~left curve! and the near-
hexagonal phase film~right curve!. Similar histograms can be ac
quired from transmission images. The peak values and FWHM
ues of both topography~b-I! and transmission~relative to the initial
transmission! ~c-I! are used to compare the local dynamic behav
in terms of phase coexistence~b-II! and optical transmissionT ~c-
II !. For the topography distribution the sharp increase in the FWH
marks the start~dashed curve I! of the b-g coexistence region. A
maximum spread in transmission~c-I! occurs near the end of th
two-phase regime~dashed line II!, indicating a large spread in bot
pixel kinetics and hexagonalg-phase transmission.
7-5
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III. DISCUSSION

Summarizing, we find on a local scale that approximat
50% of the optical transmission occurs in the hexagonag
phase, while the initial darkening of the film occurs fully
the fcc dihydrideb phase. On a global scale, the film shou
be regarded as a collection of microscopic domainpixels,
exhibiting a large spread in hydrogenation states at
moment.7 The large switching rate difference between in
vidual pixels governs the average phase fraction and tr
mission, indicating that great caution must be taken in in
preting switchable mirror properties only from avera
values. It is intriguing at this point to ask why polycrystallin
and epitaxial films exhibit essentially the same overall op
cal transmission behavior during a hydrogen loadin
unloading cycle, although these two types of films have v
different microstructures.

In particular, during loading of polycrystalline films
Kooij et al.13 observed that there is a well-defined expone
tial behavior during the rising of the transmission to its ma
mum value for YH3-d . Such an exponential rise could b
explained by a simple homogeneous two-layer system wi
constant phase composition~i.e., height! on every point of
the film surface, as schematized in Fig. 7~a!. The results
obtained in this work for epitaxial films imply that such
simple two-sheet model is far from reality~see Fig. 3!. In-
stead, we observe a regime in which the domains cle
cover a large range of local phase fractions. Therefore
consider a model with a wide distribution of two-layere
pixels @as in the left part of Fig. 3~c!#: we assume that the
mirror consists of an ensemble of columnar domains, wit
which a bilayer ofb andg phases exists@see Fig. 7~b!#.

An alternative geometry would be a ‘‘fully columnar
model, in which on each location the cross section of the fi
is either fully in theb phase or in theg phase. However, we
feel this is less appropriate to the actual situation for t
arguments, based on the following experimental obse
tions.

~i! The nature of the domain switching itself. The doma
exhibit a relatively flat and optically homogeneous inter
throughout the switching. This is clearly visible in Fig. 4~b!,
where individual domains rise gradually but stay flat. This
hard to combine with columnar switching~i.e., with vertical
phase boundaries! as this would lead to strong heigh
changes within each domain. From this, we argue that
left part of the plot in Fig. 3 represents a layerlike switchi
behavior.

~ii ! Further, Grieret al.10 ~on HoHx! and recently, Kooi
et al.21 ~on YHx! showed by high-resolution transmissio
electron microscopy~TEM! that both these epitaxial ReH2
films ~deposited on Nb-buffered Al2O3! consist of thin
~;15–40 nm! horizontal lamellae of~111! fcc planes sepa
rated by planar defects running parallel to the substrate
the case of YHx these lamellae were present both before
after cycling to YH3, suggesting that the fcc-b–hex-g–fcc-b
transitions are developing in a planar fashion, possibly inc
porating Shockley-type partial dislocations.21

Further, in any layered system, in a first approximation
does not matter for optical properties or out-of-plane exp
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sions how expanded layers are distributed over the film cr
section: a domain divided only into two layers yields t
same results as a domain with several~horizontal! phase
boundaries, as long as the phase fraction is the same.

The local fraction ofb phase is taken as (12z) and that
of g phase isz. Thusz50 corresponds tox52.1 in YHx and
z51 to x5;2.7. A distribution f (z) is defined in such a
way that f (z)dz is the fraction of bilayered pixels with a
g-phase fraction betweenz andz1dz. By definition,

E f ~z!dz51. ~1!

For simplicity, we assume that the phases are divided in o
two layers covering the whole domain thickness~a
multilayer structure would not alter the conclusions!. Fur-
thermore, we assume that the bilayer consists of two ma
als: fcc dihydride loaded up tox5H/Y52.1 ~and thus at
its lowest possible transmission! and the hexagonalg phase
when it just precipitated, i.e., at the lowest transmission

FIG. 7. Insensitivity of optical transmission to domain disord
~a! Mirror in a coexistence phase state, with theb and g phases
stacked in a bilayer configuration. During switching, the phase fr
traverses vertically through the film, with each point having t
same phase fraction present. The change in transmission fol
exponential behavior as a function of phase fractionh @lower curve
in ~c!#. ~b! Mirror with a distribution of local phase fraction, which
has a maximum widthDz52(12z)z halfway the coexistence re
gime ~see also Fig. 6!. ~c! The difference in average behavior o
such a bilayer-domains model~dotted line! with the simple sheet
model ~lower curve! of ~a! is only marginal. For comparison, th
upper curve in~c! corresponds to a fully columnar phase distrib
tion in which each domain consists either ofb or g phase.
7-6
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this phase. In effect, we thus model the maximum contri
tion to the optical transmission that the domains in bila
configuration could have. In such a bilayer configuration,
optical transmissionTcolumn for one column is according to
Lambert-Beer’s law

Tcolumn~x!5TgeA~z21!, ~2!

in which Tg is the optical transmission of the darkg phase
and

A5dS 1

lb
2

1

lg
D , ~3!

where d is the thickness of the film andlb and lg the
frequency-dependent attenuation lengths for theb and g
phases. The average transmission^T& is given by

^T&5E TgeA~z21! f ~z!dz. ~4!

For the present discussion, we choose forf (z) a blocklike
function with a widthDz and consequently a height of 1/Dz
@Fig. 7~b!#. The average transmission is then

^T&5Tge2A~12^z&!
sinh~ADz/2!

ADz/2
, ~5!

where (12^z&) is the surface-averagedg-phase fraction. The
deviation from a uniform bilayer model is due to the si
term within brackets. As long asADz/2,1, ^T& reduces es-
sentially to the homogeneous case. In the plot shown in
6~b-1!, we observe that theincreasein the distribution width
can be attributed to the local presence of coexistent pha
The maximum increase is;13 nm, which is of the order o
40% of the total height change~31 nm! when the domains
load fully from the b to the g phase. Thus the change
width Dx increase can well be described by

Dz5bz~12z!, ~6!

with b;2. This in indicated by the dashed parabola in F
6~b-1!. Furthermore, from Fig. 3 we estimateA;2.3. Thus
ADz/2,0.6. Combining Eqs.~5! and ~6!, we can compare
the result with a simple two-layer system, as shown in F
7~c!. The deviation~which is greatest atz50.5! turns out to
be completely negligible. For comparison a linear curve
added that depicts the change of the average transmissio
instead of layers, the film would switch in columns.

Thus we find that by the introduction of adistribution of
bilayers instead of a single-averaged-bilayer model leads
negligible deviation from simple exponential behavior. Th
explains why polycrystalline films behave like ‘‘average
epitaxial films in their optical properties. The presence
layered biphase structures leads thus to an exponential
tribution in the transmission that is essentially independ
of the actual distribution of these bilayers.

Thus we find that at almost any hydrogenation state of
mirror, the individual domains or pixels can be in one
07541
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three hydrogenation states:~i! singleb phase,~ii ! a layered
b-g structure, and~iii ! a singleg phase in which the trans
mission may still vary considerably, as can be seen from F
3. In the singleg phase, changes in hydrogen concentrat
lead to a rather large range in the optical transmission. Mo
over, as can be seen from Fig. 3, this full range can still
present even when the average transmission indicates
the mirror is quite low inaveragehydrogen concentration.

Compared with the above simple bilayer model, a vary
transmission for the singleg phase implies that a loadin
mirror brightens faster than can be accounted for by
change in phase fractions only. For the mirror as a who
this means that phase fraction and average transmission
not be simply related by only taking average values in
account, as the contribution in transmission of the fraction
g phase can vary significantly. Nevertheless, based onlocal
measurements we show by simple modeling that the ave
transmission is surprisingly insensitive to the exact distrib
tion of the phases present, provided that they are distribu
in a layerlike fashion. This is of great advantage, as it impl
that from average transmission measurements the min
contribution of the single phase can be estimated by com
ing theincreasein transmission, with theincreasein g phase
fraction ~as can be measured by x-ray diffraction! without
knowing the details in the distribution exactly. Recent me
surements on polycrystalline mirrors support th
possibility.23

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that, despite the large difference in lo
appearance, the average optical transmission of epitaxial
polycrystalline switchable mirrors changes similarly up
hydrogen loading. The visibility of the local distribution o
phases in epitaxial mirrors made it possible to identify th
typical states in which any point on the mirror can be in:~i!
a singleb phase,~ii ! a layeredb-g structure, and~iii ! a single
g phase in which the transmission may still vary consid
ably. The contribution of the latter can be extracted from
changes in the average transmission relative to the cha
in average phase composition of the switching mirror, a
sult which preserves the value of averaged measuremen
switchable mirrors. Nevertheless, in general these findi
stress the need of local measurements in fundamental m
research.
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